Have we really considered this in the first place?

‘The Shelterless Landless’

Rumana Kabir: UK Shelter Forum, 22nd February, 2013
Rural: Bangladesh cyclone 2007

Govt. relocated landless their usual ways in unplanned places, BRCS and Action Aid got land from local govt. Humanitarians missed their chances to advocate to ‘build back SAFER’ for the landless
UNHCR, UN-Habitat, IFRC and ICRC all were working in the conflict prone South. ‘Afghan Refugees’ (still labelled like that) and Nomad Tribes, were excluded from the initial assessment process by the Army, as their names were taken out of the list of affected families.
Urban & Rural: Pakistan earthquake 2005

In 2009, **T shelters** built for urban renters **five years after the 2005 earthquake**,
Urban & Rural : Indonesia earthquake 2009

Cluster’s advocacy on rural IDPs and Mercy Corps on urban settlements

Government’s cash grant for house rebuilding went to those who had land
Urban & Rural : Haiti earthquake 2010

‘Eye opener’
Urban & Rural : Thailand flood 2011

ILO and IOM emphasised on the migrant labourers
Urban & Rural: Bangladesh cyclone 2007
Govt. relocated landless their usual ways in unplanned places, BRCS and Action Aid got land from local govt.

Humanitarians missed their chances to advocate to ‘build back SAFER’ for the landless

Urban & Rural: Pakistan earthquake 2005
In 2009, more T shelters built for urban renters four years after the 2005 earthquake,

Urban & Rural: Indonesia earthquake 2009
Cluster’s advocacy on rural IDPs and Mercy Corps on urban settlements
Government’s cash grant for house rebuilding went to those who had land

Urban & Rural: Haiti earthquake 2010
‘Eye opener’

Urban & Rural: Thailand flood 2011
ILO and IOM emphasised on the migrant labourers

Urban & Rural: Pakistan earthquake 2009
UNHCR, UN-Habitat, IFRC and ICRC all were working in the conflict prone South

‘Afghan Refugees’ (still labelled like that) and Nomad Tribes, were excluded from the initial assessment process by the Army, as their names were taken out of the list of affected families

Urban & Rural: Indonesia earthquake 2009

Cluster’s advocacy on rural IDPs and Mercy Corps on urban settlements

Urban & Rural: Pakistan earthquake 2009

Complex & Rural : Pakistan earthquake 2009

‘Afghan Refugees’ (still labelled like that) and Nomad Tribes, were excluded from the initial assessment process by the Army, as their names were taken out of the list of affected families

Urban & Rural: Haiti earthquake 2010
‘Eye opener’
How to assist the landless families, renters and squatters with shelters?

Key Question

Source: Peter Brooke’s cartoon in The Times today: